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About This Game

Take control of the powers of the cosmos. Explore your curiosity of space. Luna's Wandering Stars is a planetary physics
puzzler with a full Level Creator/Editor and online level sharing.

An action puzzle game that utilizes real physics to present interesting and challenging cosmic puzzles. Use a variety of powers to
control planetary movements, such as changing gravity, designating velocity, applying force, and using mysterious wormholes to
move masses around. The goal of every level is to collect enough asteroids using moons to move on to the next level. For a real

challenge, collect the rare golden asteroids in every level!

Key Features:

Intuitively change physics properties of planets and moons on-the-fly

Nine Unique Planetary Powers: Velocity, rockets, gravity, lasers, redirect cosmic bodies, change density, form
wormholes, create black holes, and reposition entire planets!

Nearly 200 total levels to play (including Free DLC challenge levels to be added)

Full Level Editor Coming Soon as a Free Update!
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Online Custom Level Sharing Cpming Soon as a Free Update!
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Waste of money.. Awsome made and a good idea behind it. but sadly not worth the money, way to short and missing the free
play that you have in the first Airport Firefighter Simulator, and sorry too say it not worth the name simulator. the idea with all
the loading screen is waste of time and you miss the fun driving part. would love to se a more work you up in rank that you have
in the first simulator. the first game they made was more worth the name simulator. the good ideas in this game is the air thank,
axe and hose you bring out of the truck. love that part and i love the graphics . but this game still is missing so much to actually
will be worth to be recomended.. It has memes... MEMES!. This was a decent game somewhat hobbled by an interesting
concept (to try and allow for multiplayer play). It used dedicated servers, so playing off-line was... not possible. However, due to
low sales and some of the pitfalls of needing online access (and servers)... the license recently ran out.

Fun while it lasted.. Very glitchy, impossible to play. My video review:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Fg1_qXID-8E. Polished visually, completely lacking in refinement. This game is ultimately a ruse. A mirage.
At first glance it's beautiful. Visually, the combination of good graphics and Cel Shading is stunning. Quickly, however the true
gamer realizes the actual gameplay is flawed beyond reproach. Lackluster clunky combat, an archaic quest system and VERY
liminted voice acting make this game mediocre at best. A poor ecuse for an action RPG, and a poor excuse for either genre,
period.

The combat barely passes as a Diablo clone. The camera options, while involved, are seemingly limited, scarring the experience
at every turn. Choose one angle, you'll be doomed to limited view, choose another, you'll be thrust into a pseudo-3d world. Any
camera you choose limits the experience.

Couple this with repetetive combat and repetetive gameplay. I.E. NO puzzle solving, no clickable objects. Basically, you kill,
kill kill, LEVEL up, add stats,. collect loot, KILL some more repeat.

There are some notable points of interest. They have graciously added in their desperate quest to copy Diablo, more options for
loot...you can get yellow, green, blue white AND artifact (brown and rarest) loot types. Beyond this, Silverfall is a hack and
slash nightmare...it will remind you of all the cliches of a game of this genre, while satisfying next to none of those expectations.

Expect the expected with Silverfall. Expect the predictable. Barely worth the price of admission.. This was a sweet, sweet
experience and a more intricate\/expansive one than I've expected honestly. While this VN might not be a long one by Japanese
standards, it took me full two evening to complete it and I was pleasantly surprised by the story variation and the quality of
content it offered.

I will maybe start by addressing a few obvious concerns. First, the game indeed features a childish crush between two very
young girls, but never crosses the line into uncomfortable territories - everything that happens between them is really cute and
innocent and the romantic ending offers an epilogue set a decade later, with some very, very mild "sexual content" (also known
as a kissing CG). There's really no reason to freak out.

Second, while the aesthetic might be diabetes-inducing, it's a well-written and compelling little story (although obviously
comedic and at times pretty absurd because of that), that should be satisfying for even more demanding, mature readers, if
they're not allergic to cute things. It has a completely different tone than most of Ebi-Hime's work, but it's still very well done,

Third, it's pretty serious about its main theme of sweets and food, but doesn't go overboard - it didn't bore me with long scenes
of preparing meals and "foodgasms" like some anime series did in the past.

All this combines with fun characters and gorgeous art really made it a satisfying, relaxing experience for me. There are things
that could be criticized - like Rie being a bit too mature and smart for a second-grader, some grammar mistakes and minor
errors or the somewhat forgettable music. In the end, though, it's one of the best short, casual VNs I've read to date and I can
wholeheartedly recommend it to anyone who doesn\u2019t hate yuri or comedic slice-of-life stories.

------------------------

PS If you're interested in more quality western VNs, check out my curator page.. I'm a big fan of the show Ok K.O. and I was
pretty hyped going into this 3/4ths blind, however- I was very worried that the gameplay would be boring and clunky- etc, how
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ever this game is a great addon to the show, the reffrences to other media and the show are fantastic, they dont feel out of place
in a bad way, the gameplay is really fun, the quests seem like they're plots taken right from an episode of the show. the different
art style may be distracting on a first time viewing but it works very well in the games favor, the smudge frames are very nice
too, the music is pretty alright too and the diologue also never feels very forced. I would deffinitly reccomend this game to any
fan of the show
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its good for its price. List of things that this community uses unironically:

- xD
- Eurobeat
- :3. Not sure what I expected. It's bad, like really bad for a lot of reasons - gameplay basics, camera, models, maps, and there's
really not much more to say about it.. Insane mod for an insane game, this should have been in the base game!. Simple match
the block colour with nice music, block and background changing, best with a controller, various modes, has that one more go
addictivness about it.. I got this for free when I bought the game so thats nice I guess, they are kinda crappy though..
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